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A mysterious new event for series protagonist Satoshi Tajiri, the calamity has been unleashed:
Godzilla vs. Gigan. In order to protect the New World, Satoshi and his friends must unite to

defeat this ancient and powerful creature! – A Brand New Godzilla Game Experience with all-
new scenes – Famous Godzilla Film Scenes and Monsters Featured as Guest Monsters – Over

20 Characters to Battle ※ The game starts at the end of the first movie, Godzilla vs. King
Ghidorah. Please consider this in relation to the difficulty of the game. What’s in the Box: –

Translated Japanese Voiceovers (1.5 GB) – Translated PS Vita/PS TV Subtitles (4.2 GB) –
PlayStation®4 PlayStation®3 system, compatible with all Game Controllers: DualShock®3 /

DualShock 4, Xbox One, PC – A Special Theme and Soundtrack Soundtrack CD Minimum
Requirements: PlayStation®4 system and PlayStation®3 system (PS Vita system version will
be released in Japan) PlayStation®Vita system Windows PC Storage capacity: 100 MB of free

space Cable (HDMI) required for output of PlayStation®4 system, PC and PlayStation®3
system (PS Vita system version will be released in Japan) PlayStation®Vita system Steam OS/X

Memory Capacity: 2 GB RAM OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 or later version Steam client
version 0.9.103 or later Other: Adobe Flash 10.2 or later * Sony Computer Entertainment® are

not responsible for technical problems associated with this contentclient dev tun proto udp
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Em-A-Li Features Key:
Chooses 3 - 5 different kinds of background music

Not Like other games, em-a-li Is Such a Fun game and you have Three (3) variations in the
game

You have to guess what 3 or 5 character's answer is. You can Guess what 5 in Quick match
Give it a try and enjoy!

Features:

Twitter like and other replies available
Freely available to anyone
You do not need to download anything
Liked on Facebook and twitter.

If you are a player who just wants to play, don't hesitate to ask us, we will always try to solve it as
soon as possible.

Why to play Em-A-Li?

Mainly because of the background music
Bored, lazy? Don't sit and not to do something
Some kinds of the background music are crazy cool
And You can understand. - Really? but You like GAME too?
and For those special people who were always like me, em-a-li Player have fun

Surely, em-a-li is a Free App, Enjoy it and have fun.
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